
 

 
 

Blackberry 10 

 

The new Blackberry models are receiving good reviews especially the new Z10 model. With touch 

screen technology, Blackberry may be able to get some of their glory days back. However before you 

rush out and buy one, there is some information all companies need to know. 

 

1) The new Blackberry Z10 (and no doubt future models) uses a new operating system which is 

NOT compatible with current Blackberry Enterprise Express or Blackberry Professional 

backend software. If you wish to still use Blackberry backend software you need to get 

Blackberry Enterprise Service 10. 

2) Blackberry Enterprise Service 10 is NOT compatible with pre Z10 models. i.e. the Blackberry 

device must be running version 10 of their operating system. 

3) Blackberry Enterprise Service 10 CANNOT be installed on the same server as your current 

Blackberry backend software 

4) Blackberry Enterprise Service 10 will cost money, however at present you can upgrade your 

current licenses for free to Version 10. 

5) If you are running the new Z10 model and older models you will need to run your current 

Blackberry Enterprise backend software on one server and the Blackberry Enterprise Service 

10 on another server, however the Blackberry Enterprise Service 10 software will allow your 

Administrator to control all devices from its administration interface. 

 

As you can see this can be costly, however there is a new addition to the Z10 model. 

The Z10 now features Microsoft’s ActiveSync, which means you don’t need the Blackberry backend 

software. 

ActiveSync is built into Microsoft Exchange and allows you to synchronize your office Outlook with 

your mobile device. 

With Exchange 2007 onwards an Administrator can wipe all data from the device, remove the device 

connection to your office and one or two other minor tasks. It is not as in-depth as Blackberry backend 

software, however when you look at many large organizations who have moved away from Blackberry 

to iPhone with ActiveSync which use certificates to ensure no-one can merely enter stolen details 

without acquiring the certificates, you might wonder why bother with the Blackberry Backend after 

all?  


